































































– Library System (Aleph; library entities’ records, incl. ETDs’ records, 
users’ records)
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• Source systems – CRIS (Current Research IS): research outputs, SIS (Study 
Information System): Electronic Theses and Dissertations, OJS (Open 
Journal Systems): university journals / conference proceedings
• Supporting systems – AAI (Authentication and Authorization 
Infrastructure), OSSS (Organizational Structure Source System); DMS 
(Document Management System)












































• Source – OSSS
• Automatic transfer to
– Repository
– Library system
• Problems with 
mapping
– Deleting department





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































– Based on DSpace system RESTfull (Jersey)
– Full writing operation (community, collection, 
items, bitstreams)
• Incremental update of organizational 
structure through ESB
• OJS change export mechanism similar to 
SIS/CRIS
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Practical example
• Organizational structure synchronization
– Example of full synchronization from scratch
– Remote execution on university servers
• Steps
– Pure installation of DSpace 4.0 (community‐list)
– Example of full synchronization (remote cmd)
– Check the results (community‐list)
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